
February 14, 1918 
great ice floe that hovered 
harbor mouth through Sat- 
d Sunday entered and fill- 
r Sunday night. The 

on which the summer head- 
arters of the “Provincetown Play- 
’ stands received a bad squeez- 
by ice Tuesday. The outer ,end 
raised aloft, the middle part 

was depressed. It i s  believed the 
whole structure will collapse when 
the surrounding floe moves from 
the vicinity. 

The flat-fishing dredges have had 
no opportunity to fish since a week 
ago last Saturday, owing to the 
(presence of ice in h _- 

floe of the winter of 1875-6 fills the 
harbor and much of Cape Cod bay, 
heaps the shore and extends clear 
to Billingsgate Island. Tuesday’s 
gale from east in morning, south in 
afternoon and west during the,  
night, used the floe as a battering’ 
ram with which to ravage the 
waterfront. More damage was done 
to wharves by ice than ever before. 
The outer end of the Consolidated! 
wharf went down-100 linear feet, 
say; a shorter section of the George 
0. Knowles wharf gave way; the 

Jan. 11, 1940 
arbor Ice Starts Forming 

the first time in several years 
b e  strated forming on the wa- 
of Provincetown Harbor through 

night, making a skim of ice 
the wharves ice has been 

the lee shore of Long 
ek making going difficult 
g Point and Wood End 

keepers and the crew of Wood 
\-- Coast Guard station 
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le will spring up. If it does, 
a miracle can save the ves- 

ction, and the loss of 
life must be very great. If on the other, 

the weather should moderate, and 
Winter” of 1875 

wind should blow, they mah 
The probabilities for this 

dicate cold and clear weather 

men were frozen 
thrilling account 

at mainmast 

“Never before within the memory 
inhabitants along the Cape coast, 


